
18Gbp s  Scaling HDBaseT Receiver,  EDID Manager,  Audio De-embedder

AC-EX70-sc2-r

Quick Start Guide
The AC-EX70-SC2-R is the ideal HDBaseT receiver for 
integrators who need to distribute 18Gbps video to 
current and legacy displays while maintaining the best 
quality picture. Featuring bidirectional IR and RS232, 
POE, extracted audio via Balanced Analog or Toslink, 
480p-4k60 4:4:4 scaling with Interlace to Progressive 
conversion, robust EDID management, and a built-in test 
pattern generator. The constant resolution output holds 
no matter the input signal while the blank black splash 
screen eliminates those pesky no signal images when switching. 

• Up/Down Scaler
• EDID Manager
• Audio De-embedding
• Troubleshooting
• Legacy Integration
• HDMI Handshake Fixer

How to Install:
1. Connect the SC2 Receiver’s HDBaseT Input to the HDBaseT Output on your HDBaseT Matrix 

switch. 
2. Next connect the HDMI Output to the Input of your sink device. 
3. For power, ensure that your Matrix has POE enabled. If not the SC2-Receiver can be 

powered with the supplied 48V Power Supply. 

Controlling the device:

Front Panel:
Output timing, edid settings, and test patterns can all be accessed and controlled by the 3 buttons on 
the front of the SC2 Receiver



 

Micro USB/RS232- for firmware and control:
In order to connect your computer to the Scaler by rs-232 you need to make your own cable with one end 
a phoenix connector and the other end a rs-232 port. Your computer doesn’t have a rs-232 input, get a usb 

converter (as shown below), and plug the usb end into any computer

Output Timing:
The AVPro Edge’s AC-SC2-AUHD is the ideal solution for anyone that is needing to distribute a signal to a 
variety of displays and keep an optimal picture. be able to control up/down scaling and also handle EDID 

issues (including 4K HDR EDID’s), 

image enhancement, and the ability to de-embed 2 Channel Analog 
and 6 Channel Digital audio from stream.

To control the output timing press the output setup button until the led 
is lit at the corresponding setting numbers. if you have 480, 720, or 1080 displays the AC-SC2-AUHD will 
make sure it’s getting the right picture with adaptive mode. Signals below 1080p 60Hz get upscaled to 
1080p 60Hz, while signals above 1080p 60Hz are bypassed by the scaler.
(Pic of EDID lights and EDID Settings)

EDID SETTINGS
With EDID Settings you can manage the sources devices and force a certain output. This is especially 
important on newer sources that rely on EDID communications in implement high bandwidth and HDR 

signals. To control EDID press the EDID Settings button until the led 
is lit at the corresponding setting numbers.
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Test patterns
There are three built in Test patterns available. To Enable and 
Disable press “TEST Pattern” button to cycle through the 4 resolutions. The SC2 Receiver will output 
a 720P, 1080P, 4k 30Hz, and a 4k 60hz test pattern.

IR Extension:
IR can be used in two ways:
From Rack (Control System Direct): When using with an AVPro HDBaseT Matrix, simply plug IR Emitter 
into the IR Out Port of the SC2 Receiver.

From Remote End: Use the IR Sensor provided with the AC-EX70-SC2-Rs into the IR IN port and send IR 
signals back to the AVPro HDBaseT Matrix.

Troubleshooting
• Verify Power -  When power is applied all lights on the top of the device will flash.  You can 

also press any of the 3 buttons on the side to change settings, the corresponding lights 
should change if the unit is powered up. 

• Verify Connections - Make sure all connected cables are properly connected.  You can use the 
built in Test Pattern Generator to verify signal path from the AC-EX70-SC2-R to the display 



 

Have a question or need assistance?
Don’t hesitate to contact us!

SUPPORT: +1 605-274-6055
USA TOLL FREE: 877-886-5112

EMAIL: support@avproedge.com


